Endorsing the Expiry of Some Ph.D. Students’ Registration and Removal from the Central Register of Theses of the University of Yaoundé II.

THE RECTOR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF YAOUNDE II

Mindful of The Constitution;
Law n°2001/005 of 16 April 2001 on the Orientation of Higher Education in Cameroon;
Decree n°93/026 of 19 January 1993 on the Establishment of State Universities;
Decree n°93/037 of 29 January 1993 on the Administrative and Academic Organisation of the University of Yaoundé II;
Decree n°2005/383 of 17 October 2005 determining the Rules Applicable to Universities;
Decree n°2017/318 of 27 June 2017 on the Appointment of a Vice-Chancellor and of Rectors in some State Universities;
Decree n°2018/691 of 21 November 2018 on Appointments in some State Universities;
Decree n°2018/692 of 21 November 2018 on Appointments in some State Universities;
Arrêté n°99/0055/MINESUP/DDES of 16 November 1999 Establishing the General Rules Applicable to the Organisation of Teaching and Assessment in State Universities in Cameroon;
Arrêté n°99/0081/MINESUP/DDES of 23 December 1999 on the Organisation of Doctoral Studies in State Universities in Cameroon and most specifically its section 15 (2) which provides that «The duration of Ph.D. studies shall be from six (6) to ten (10) semesters from the date of first registration, except waiver is given for any academic year by the Head of the University»;
Arrêté n°18/00035/MINESUP/SG/DDÈS/DAJ of 29 January 2018 on the Organisation of the Bachelor, Master, Ph.D. in Higher Education in Cameroon, specifically in its section 21 (1) which provides that «The Doctoral Cycle (...) shall be six (06) semesters (03 years) at least and ten (05) at most after the Master. Beyond that period, registration shall expire as of right unless the thesis is already submitted»;
Arrêté n°18/00017/MINESUP/SG/DAJ of 30 June 2018 determining the Rules Governing the Supervision of Doctoral Theses and Masters’ Dissertations in Public Higher Education Institutions in Cameroon;
Decision n°18/317/UYII/CB/R/VERPDITC/DAAC of 21 June 2018 on the Organisation of Doctoral Studies in the University of Yaoundé II, specifically, in its section 17 (1) and (4) respectively providing that « the legal duration of Ph.D. thesis writing shall be six (6) semesters (03 years) at least and ten (10) semesters (05 years) at most, as from the date of first registration »; « Beyond the five (05) years period, Ph.D. registration shall expire, except where the thesis is already submitted »;
Decision n°2019/442/UYII/VERPDITC/DAAC/DRD/SR of 21 August 2019 on the Exceptional Extension of Ph.D. Studies Duration for Some Students to 31 December 2019 in the University of Yaoundé II;
Resolution n°18 of the University Senate of 18 July 2019 approved by the Board of Administration on 22 July 2019 on the Adoption of the Central Register for Theses of the University of Yaoundé II;
Resolution n°9 of the University Senate of 20 December 2019 approved by the Board of Administration on 27 December 2019 on the Adoption of the Central Register for Theses of the University of Yaoundé II;

DECIDES AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1: The following students, listed below according to their Schools/Faculties and year of first registration, after endorsement of the expiry, as of right, of their registration, are hereby removed from the Central Register of Theses of the University of Yaoundé II:

FACULTY OF LAWS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE

FIRST YEAR OF REGISTRATION : 2006 – 2007
1. DJABOU LEUNGA ERNEST BLAISE

FIRST YEAR OF REGISTRATION : 2012 – 2013
1. MENDZANA LINUS FRANCIS

FIRST YEAR OF REGISTRATION : 2013 - 2014
1. ABEGA BOLLO PAULINE STEPHANE
2. ABESSOLO BILOA SIMONE
3. ABESSOLO STEVE FRANCK
4. ABOMO OWONO NAOMIE
5. AGEJO PATRICK AGEH
6. AKOUA LYSETTE CECILE
7. AMBASSA NGA MARCELLE MARIE
8. ASSOMO NGA BENJAMIN
9. ATANGANA CYRILLE HENDRIX BRIDIE
10. ATEMENGUE FREDERIC STEPHANE
11. AWAMBENG TANGEM TANYI
12. AWOLA ROGER GAETAN
13. AWOUNDA CYRILLE DESIRE
14. AYANAWA PHILIPPE
15. BAKY NNA THOMAS NOËL JUNIOR
16. BALA ADALBERT BONAVENTURE
17. BANDOLO MARIE GUY
18. BANGA ASSAM HONORINE ELISABETH
19. BASSIROU ABDOULAYE ABA
20. Batta Nadine CHRISTINE
21. BIRSHU ELNOR NDZERE
22. BISSE MBALA ANTOINETTE LÉGER
23. BOGLA
24. BOUNOUGOU GERARD
25. CHRISTIAN AWAH
26. DEFOUKOUMOU HIMBE LAMINE
27. DJEUKO JEAN
28. DJOUTSING RACHEL
29. EBA'A EFANDENE ALAIN PARFAIT
30. EBOA EYOUM ISMAËL JOËL
31. EDONGO BELA SERGE
32. ELA MINLA ACHILLE
33. ELANGUE WAFOU
34. ENGANEMBEN BEKEMEN MARIE
35. FANDIO CEDRIC LUDOVIC
36. FEUDJIÉU OLOKO JEODITE
37. FON PHILEMON TIBAB
38. FOUDA ALIGUENA
39. FOYAN YOUGAN GWLADYS
40. GOUMPO WOUGEO CHRISTELLE
41. GUENBOU TCHONTA ISABELLE
42. GWOTH ÉMILE GEORGES
43. HEUGA BETMBE ROLANDE
44. IBELA ABRAHAM
45. KABEYENE ARLETTE MICHELLE
46. KENDRICK SHANG YANGE NGORAN
47. KHADIDJA YAOUBA
48. KONE NGOUH ALIMATOU
49. LAOUDÉ LAOUMÉUR GONDEYE
50. LIBII LI NGUE CABRAL
51. LINDJEKE AURELIEN PARFAIT
52. LIPE YACOUBA
53. LOMO DORIS FLORE
54. MACKONDO JOSEPH RAOUL
55. MALUCHA WALTER CHANA
56. MBELLA TCHIENIHOM AURORE
57. MBIGAPAP FOMEKON OLIVIA
58. MBILA DAVID RENE
59. MBILLA MARIE VIRGINIE
60. MBOUTWOUO YACOUBA
61. MEBALE GOLIKE CHRISTIAN
62. MEBINA AFANA CELESTIN
63. MEDJO ARLENE
64. MEKA MBITA LAWIN SERGE
65. MELAT ATIJOUE BRICE ERIC
66. MENGUE ANGO CRISTELLE
67. MEPIA MARCELLE MARIENNE
68. METSINKOU MIREILLE NADINE
69. MEVOUNGOU ZAMBO REMY
70. MEZEING ATEBA ARMAND
71. MIJI ERNEST AYEAH
72. MIMBE CRISTELLE
73. MINKONDA HERMANN
74. MOUSTAPHA AMINU
75. MPACKO EKELLE GEDEON
76. MVONDO NKOO DORIAN MARIA
77. NAH MENOUNGA CYRIL
II- ADVANCED SCHOOL OF MASS COMMUNICATION

FIRST YEAR OF REGISTRATION: 2006 2007

1. MBALLA ATINGA ADELE
2. UWIMANA JEAN PIERRE
Section 2: The endorsement of the expiry of registration in the Ph.D. program and removal from the Central Register for Theses of the University of Yaoundé II permanently terminate Ph.D. writing in the University of Yaoundé II.

Section 3: (1) The students listed above who had already submitted their Ph.D. thesis to the Schools/Faculties at the date of the present Decision issued, shall write an application to the Rector together with the following documents:

- The pre-defence report signed by the supervisor;
- The Attestation of Submission issued by the Head of School/Faculty;
- A certified copy of the degree entitling registration as a Ph.D. student;
- Paiement receipts for an amount covering the entire Ph.D. writing period.

In the case of joint supervision, the applicant shall also attach the Ph.D. joint supervision convention.

(2) Applications referred to in subsection 1 shall be received until 30th June 2020.
Section 4: (1) The students listed above who had already defended their theses before this Decision was issued shall submit a copy of their Attestation of Defence at the secretary of the Rector for endorsement.

(2) The students listed above who have been recruited as Assistant lecturers in any State University and who have not yet defended their Ph.D. thesis at the time this Decision is issued, shall submit a copy of their contract at the secretary of the Rector for endorsement.

(3) Formalities provided for in subsections (1) and (2) of this provision shall be fulfilled within as soon as possible.

Section 5: The endorsement of the expiry of registration in the Ph.D. programme and removal from the Central Register of Theses of the University of Yaoundé II shall not absolve students from any obligations relating to the payment of fees for the period already spent in writing their theses.

Section 6: The Vice-Rector in charge of Teaching, Professionalization and Development of Information and Communication Technologies, the Director of Academic Affairs and Cooperation, Head of Schools/Faculties, shall, each on their own standing, ensure the implementation of this Decision that shall be published wherever needed.

THE RECTOR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF YAOUNDE II

Copies to:
- VRs;
- Rector’s Office;
- SG;
- DAAC;
- Heads of Schools/Faculties;
- Concerned;
- Chrono/Archives